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TEA HOUSE Contents 
.0 Introduction 
Preamble 
One of the vital aspects of the culture of Hong Kong is 
eating culture. Hong Kong is known as 'Heaven of 
Eating' as you can eat a variety of food in this small 
area. The activity of eating is one of the main daily 
components for the Hong Kong people. However, 
some of the rich eating cultures have been forgotten 
because of our bustle daily living. In this thesis, I will 
concentrate on re-boosting up the tea spirit through Art 
of Tea. 
The Chinese Character - Tea 
TEA HOUSE 01 introduction & Eating Culture 
朁王義之茶書法
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.2 Eating Culture 
Banquet in Ancestral Hall 
There are varieties of food in Hong Kong. Banquet 
rooms, cafeterias, floating eating platform, informal 
and least expensive eateries (dai pai dong), 
restaurants and teahouses are main food houses in 
Hong Kong. 
Banquet Rooms 
In the Chinese tradition, these kinds of events were 
usually organized at the lobby of the ancestral hall. 
Each table of the clan banquet was served a giant 
platter filled with carrots, beam curd, stewed squid and 
pork, and steamed chicken. The “ all-in-one" version 
was the customary style for Hong Kong folks to 
celebrate happy occasions such as wedding, births 
and birthdays. The banquet was also a great social 
occasion for all the clan members. 
Today, Hong Kong people no longer organize these 
kinds of events in the ancestral halls. New banquet 
rooms in the restaurants will be arranged for these 
kinds of activities. 
Banquet to Celebrate a Wedding 
Today's Banquet 
TEA HOUSE 02 introduction & Eating Culture 
Integrated Food Courts in Tai Po 
TEA HOUSE 03 
Seafood Restaurant in Lamma island 
Cafeterias 
Cafeterias give a sense of 'self-service' canteen. In 
Hong Kong, there are already some Japanese 
dumpling cafeterias. The Chinese dum sum can also 
be sold in the similar way. The dum sum display on the 
self-service counters. People can take what they want. 
Floating Eating Platform - Seafood 
Seafood is the famous local cuisine as Hong Kong is 
one of the costal cities of China. There is abundant of 
seafood supply. You can eat all kinds of seafood found 
around South China Sea. 
Nowadays, seafood food restaurants are commonly 
found in Aberdeen, Lamma Island, Lau Fau Shan or 
Sai Kung. 
Seafood Restaurant in Aberdeen 
Informal Eateries {daipai dongs) I Integrated Food 
Courts 
Street restaurants or noodle stalls are set up in market. 
The variety of foods can extend from ox, pig and cow 
offal to the freshest seafood. There are a dozen 
different kinds of noodles, and noodle soup with 
wonton or meats and vegetables. And of course nearly 
everything is accompanied by rice. 
introduction & Eating Culture 
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Restaurants 
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Typical Chinese Restaurant 
• Chinese restaurants 
• Dim Sum restaurants 
Chinese Restaurants 
A basic plan for the Chinese dining is to start with a cold 
dish, then one beef, one pork, one vegetable, one 
seafood or fish, one soup, some noodles or fried rice. 
The cuisines depend on which kind of Chinese 
restaurants. There are four typical Chinese cuisines. 
They are listed as follows: 
• Peking or Northern, notable for use of lamb, 
garlic and leeks; 
• Shanghai or Eastern, with sweeter flavours; 
• Szechuan or Western with its spicy, fiery, chilli 
flavours; and 
• Cantonese or Southern, where pork and seafood 
are favourites. 
Dim Sum Restaurants: 
In tradition ritual, every Chinese family enjoys drinking 
tea and eating a variety of dishes at a leisurely pace. 
(yuncha) 
Chinese Dumplings: Dim Sum 
Chinese Drawing about Tea House 
Tea Houses 
In Hong Kong, afternoon tea is a vital enjoyment for the 
hustle daily routine. People usually take a rest with a 
cup of tea in the morning, in the evening or at night. 
Tea Making Ceremony 
TEA HOUSE 04 introduction & Eating Culture 
.3 Culture of Tea 
Afternoon Tea in Ghina 
Why Choosing Tea? 
Tea is a critical ingredient in Chinese life. Tea is drunk 
before and after a meal, but rarely during a meal. Tea is 
drunk all day at work, at rest when alone or with friends. 
Indeed, it is hard to imagine a situation in which tea is 
not present. Tea drinking is a Chinese invention, 
although the plant may have first been grown in 
Southeast Asia. In any case, the written record 
suggests that tea has been cultivated and drunk in 
China since the Han dynasty (220B.C. - A.D.200). 
Thus, tea is an essential food culture with strong 
historical background in Hong Kong. 
Tea Planting in China 
霄丨, 
Chiu Chow Teapot 
Different Types of Tea 
There are many types of tea. Variations in colour and 
flavour are obtained by the time of picking, 
fermentation, rolling and roasting. Generally speaking, 
there are three types of tea: unfermented green tea, 
such as Longjing (Dragon Well), semi-fermented tea, 
such as Oolong and fermented tea, such as the "black 
tea" (in Chinese, it is called "red tea") most popular in 
India and the West. Green tea is further mixed with 
jasmine blossoms to make jasmine tea, a favourite 
summer drink in North China. In South China, from 
Guangdong west to Yunnan, musty-rusty Pu'er tea is 
the most common drink. 
f ' ^Teaware and Tea 
取 HOUSE 'Uultureof Tea 
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The Custom of Drinking Steeped Leaf Tea 
The custom of drinking steeped leaf tea began only 
during the Ming dynasty (1368-1644). Tea can be 
steeped in a pot or a cup. Fastidious drinkers will 
discard the first, brief steeping as a way of cleaning the 
leaves and dilating them for the second steeping, 
regarded by many as the best. Good tea can be 
steeped as many as ten times. 
ea Making Geremony 
Step 6 
TEA HOUSE 06 Culture of Tea 
Flagstaff House Gallery 
4 2.0 Cases Study 
2.1 Flagstaff House Museum of Tea Ware 
Location: Hong Kong Park, Admiralty, Hong Kong 
Located in the Hong Kong Park, Flagstaff House 
Museum of Tea Ware exhibits the history of the 
development of teapots as well as the processes of 
ceramic and tea production in the 1 c e n t u r y . Besides, 
tea ware produced by Hong Kong potters is also 
exhibited. The museum is mainly divided into two parts. 
The first part, Flagstaff House Gallery, is the main 
exhibition area. This area displays different types of tea 
ware from different periods with pictures and videos 
that introduce the making and brewing of tea, and a 
shop that sell tea ware, tealeaves and books. 
The second part, K. S. Lo Gallery, consists of the 
administration office, temporary exhibition area and a 
seminar room. There are periodic performances and 
lectures held in this galiery. 
Feedback 
This museum is located in a former Victoria military 
building while most of the exhibits are the Chinese 
teapots and Chinese tea. The identity of this museum is 
quite confusing. Furthermore, although there are a lot 
of display panels and glass cabinets that introduce the 
whole procedure of tea making and the teapots, but the 
spirits and the taste of tea is lost. The main accent of tea 
cannot be grasped. 
K. S. Lo Gallery 
TEA HOUSE 07 Cases Study 
T , T . T S U I B U I L D I N G 
Tea Gallery Located in T. T. Tsui Building 
2.2 Tea Gallery 
Location: 
University Museum and Art Gallery 
The University of Hong Kong 
94 Bonham Road, Hong Kong 
Located in one of the exhibition hails of the University 
Museum and Art Gallery, the Tea Gallery aims to 
promote Chinese tea culture. Visitors are welcome to 
enjoy a cup of tea while appreciating the exhibits on 
display. The pleasure of tea drinking can be enjoyed 
alone or with friends, as it goes ’one catches the spirit, 
two develop the taste and three grasp the feeling'. 
Tsui Building 
TEA HOUSE 08 Cases Study 
Making your own Tea in this Gallery 
Teaware provided in this Gallery 
Tea Preparation: 
In this gallery, green tea, oolong tea, white tea and pu'er 
tea can be ordered. However, a tea drink will not be 
prepared. All these teas are prepared by your own. 
Most of the tea preparations are divided into several 
infusions. Some of them may be brewed three times 




This tea from Zhejiang province may be brewed three times 
1 -2 minutes for the first and second infusions 
3 m inutes for the last infusion 
Do not cover the lid for the last infusion 
Jasmine 
This floral tea may be brewed five times 
5-10 seconds for the first and second infusions 
% to 2 m inutes for the third to fifth infusions 
Do not cover the lid for the last infusion 
Oolong Tea 
Tieguanyin 
This tea from Fujian province may be brewed five times 
10-20 seconds for the first and second infusions 
Add 5-10 seconds for every succeeding infusion 
Do not cover the lid for the last infusion 
White Tea 
Peony (Shoumei) 
This tea may be brewed five times 
10-15 seconds for the first and second infusions 
20-40 seconds for the third and fourth infusions 
1 minute for the fifth infusion 
Do not cover the lid for the last infusion 
PiTerTea 
Pu'er (Bo Lei) 
This tea from Yunnan province may be brewed sever times 
8-10 seconds for the first and second infusions 
15-45 seconds for the third to fifth infusions 
11/4-3 m inutes for the sixth and seventh infusions 
TEA HOUSE 09 Cases Study 
Chinese Decorated Tea Gallery 
Chinese Antiques 
Chinese-Decorated Stairs 
Tea Drinking Area 
Cases Study TEA HOUSE 10 
The Lobby of this Gallery 
Feedback 
As Tea Gallery is located on the third floor of that 
museum, the visitors are required to walk through a 
Chinese-decorated stairs. There are a lot of old 
Chinese calligraphy, bookshelf, gates and doors in this 
area. All these strengthen the accent of this Tea Gallery 
through the underlying meaning of the crafts and 
calligraphy. 
Furthermore, there are a lot of exhibits in this museum. 
Most of them are Chinese antiques. Therefore, the 
visitors are easily merged into the Chinese culture. The 
visitors not only enjoy the antiques visually, but also 
taste the tea at the same time. This kind of arrangement 
mutually affects each other. It is the best to promote 
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2.3 Jabbok Tea Farm 
Location: 
Tan Chuk Hang, 
Fanling, Hong Kong 
Located in Tan Chuk Hang, Jabbok Tea Farm is the 
unique tea farm in Hong Kong. In this farm, there are 
tea house with library, tea making room, outdoor 
performance theatre, tea farm, fruit and vegetable 
farm, pottery making workshop and barbecue site. In 
some special occasions, Chinese traditional operas, 
musicals and movies will be held. Besides, integrated 
food courts (dai pai dongs) which provide traditional 
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Sitting Area Pond Tea Farm Dai Pai Dong 
TEA HOUSE 12 Cases Study 
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1st Floor 
2nd Floor 
























"Hea Brewing Area 
TEA HOUSE 13 
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Tea Making House 
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Tea Making Equipment RM. 
Outdoor Kitchen 
Tea Making House 
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Sitting Area in the Front Yard 
Tea Making Equipment 
TEA HOUSE 14 Cases Study 
Feedback 
This area is surrounded by the hills and there is a small 
stream providing fresh water for the farmlands. The 
design of the houses is similar to the Chinese 
traditional village houses. The houses are located at 
the center of the site. There are some supporting areas, 
such as the view tower, outdoor sitting area, tea 
pavilion and so on, beside the houses. The farmlands is 
finally located on the peripheral of the site that occupied 
the largest area of the site. 
Jabbok Tea Farm composes the learning, recreational 
and entertainment components together. Visitors are 
able to learn how to plant the tea trees or other fruit 
species by themselves. Then, they can make the tea 
from their tea trees and brew the tea by their own. 
Finally, of course, taste their tea. This is one of the key 
activity in this farm. 
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3.0 Chinese Architecture 
Chinese Garden 
Man and Nature 
1. Spirit 
Chinese are taught by Taoist teachers to be a 
"companion of nature" and counseled by Confucian 
sagas to "take delight in mountains" and "take delight in 
rivers". The Chinese go to nature in the spirit of 
companionship, of enjoyment, and of peace. The 
garden is simply one of the expressions of this spirit. 
2. Emotion 
"The garden is more suitable for the expression 
of this spirit than any other structure. Almost 
every part of the garden is rhythmic in 
expression. The winding walks, the round 
gates, the zigzag paths, the melody-like walls, 
the rockeries which are frozen music in 
themselves, and flowers and trees and birds are 
all echoes and counterpoints of rhythm. The 
Chinese in the garden shares this life-flow at 
every moment and every turn. As he enters the 
gate of the garden, his body and his soul alike 
immediately flow with this stream. Here he 
physically lingers, emotionally wanders, and he 
hums verses in the evening breeze and sings 
under the moon. Ma and nature together move 
on." 
〜Man and Nature in the Chinese Garden by 
Wing-TsitChan, Ph.D. 
TEA HOUSE 17 Chinese Architecture 
3. Order 
"The freedom (free expression of spirit) is not to 
be conceived as careless, order less, 
irresponsible activity. It is freedom within a 
prescribed order. Nature is never looked upon 
by the Chinese as chaotic or disorganized." 
〜Man and Nature in the Chinese Garden by 
Wing-Tsit Chan, Ph.D. 
Layout Plan of Liu Yuan 
"This universal principle expresses itself in tow 
aspects, the Yin and the Yang, or the negative 
and the positive forces. In casting away 
regularity in favor of irregularity for his garden, 
the Chinese never violates the regularity of 
nature. Natural order is religiously preserved. 
F^ or example， miniature rock mountains are 
never built to the exclusion of a stream or a 
waterfall. For it is the order of nature that 
mountain and water co-exist, one representing 
the positive principle and the other the negative 
pii j icipleofthe universe." 
M^n and Nature in the Chinese Garden by 
Ikg-TsitChan, Ph.D. 
Interpenetration of Space 
The corridors connect most of the buildings in the 
Chinese gardens. However, interpenetration of spaces 
is usually employed. The buildings extend into the 
garden. The garden in turn penetrates the buildings. 
The balance between the use of corridors and the 
interpenetration of space evokes a wide range of 
emotive response. 
Garden design is similar to landscape painting. There 
is no central point of focus or single climax. As a result, 
the interpenetration of space is related to the 
surroundings in order to help you to concentrate on 
every scene point. Therefore, the lake in the garden 
also plays an important role. The water surface reflects 
the walls of the buildings. The vegetation and the 
shaped rocks give a rich visual effect. 




You can enter the first group of buildings from the street 
and pass through a passage which is a transitory 
space. This 'useless' space attracts you to go further to 
visit the content of this garden. 
Contrast 
The natural beauty of a tree is posed against the 
artificial beauty ofthe boundary wall. 
The "Useless" Passage 
TEA HOUSE 19 Chinese Architecture 
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Lattice Window 
Openings 
The garden cannot be viewed directly. The lake, the 
vegetation, the rocks and the buildings should be 
observed through a series fret-screen openings and 
transparent screens. A series of 'picture windows' 
borrow the view of the lake with trees and planting. 
They are common in the Chinese gardens. The window 
frames of different shapes are worked as the picture 
frames which borrow the surrounding view. They 















Rocks in Chinese Garden 
TEA HOUSE 21 Chinese Architecture 
Rock Garden 
A small pool and a rock garden with a single large 
'strangely shaped rock' are common in Chinese 
garden. There is always a small beautiful pavilion. All 








Material and Construction 
Timber and Granite 
The material for construction in south China is timber. A 
wooden structural framework is employed to support 
the heavy grey-tile roof. The wooden framework is a 
trabeated structure, either in the common post-and-tie 
construction or a more elaborate post-and beam 
system. The use of granite for the lower part of the 
building and timber for upper is to prevent wooden 
member from rotting. 
Structural System 
There are a few ways to support the roof structure:-
through load-bearing masonry or rammed-earth walls, 
or by a grid of columns, either in wood or stone. Most 
roof structures are left exposed. 
Green and red bricks are the main wall material in 
Chinese vernacular. Bricks wall are usually built on a 
base of stacked granite blocks. 
Post-and-Beam System with Different Decorations 
TEA HOUSE 22 Chinese Architecture 
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The entrance of a house shows the use of the few basic 
materials in house construction: clay roof tiles, timber 
structure and door panels, bricks wall and stone base. 
These materials combined to create a pleasing 
composition. 
Crafts and Calligraphy 
Most of the halls have crafts and calligraphy for 
decoration. They reinforce the particular usage of the 
space by the underlying meaning of the crafts and 
calligraphy. 
Chinese Calligraphy Screen 
TEA HOUSE 23 
Chinese Calligraphy 
Chinese Architecture 
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4.0 Site Selection 
Site 1: Blake Garden 
F«nc« 
s. 
Location: Blake Garden, Po Hing Fong, Sheung Wan, 
Hong Kong. 
西營雄 
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The Old Residential Blocks 
Blake Garden 
Located in the heart of Sheung Wan, Blake Garden is 
one of the prominent gardens in the old urban fabric. 
There are already some famous tea houses in this 
district. They are distributed along the Hollywood 
Road and Queen's Road West. The local people 
always visit these tea houses. Most of them are 
similar to the Chinese restaurants. 
The advantage of this site is the terrain and the 
greenery around this area. The local people can 
access to this area easily and enjoy the tea. 










TSIM SHA TSUI 4.2 Site 2: Middle Road Children's Playground 
Location: Middle Road Children's Playground, Middle 
Road, Tsim Sha Tsui, Kowloon. 
T"EA HOUSE 26 
VICTORIA HARBOUR 
Site Selection 
Aerial Photcfof Middle Road Children's Playground Middle Road Children's Playground is located in one 
of the prominent areas, Tsim Sha Tsui, in Hong Kong. 
This site is connecting the northwest old urban fabric, 
northern historical site and the southern New World 
Centre. 
The main advantage of this site is the social 
activities. The people lingering here are most likely 
visiting or exploring Hong Kong. 
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.3 Comparison 
Site Context: 
Site Context is talking about the future development, 
buildings, cultural and historical issues. 
Social Activity: 
Social activities are talking about the accessibility, 
circulation, users and the social events occurred over 
there. My target users of Tea House is most like for the 
one who wants to try and enjoy the culture of tea and 
tea drinking itself. 
Topography: 
The topography is related to the site force around this 
area. The site force includes the openness, the 




located in the old urban fabric 
Middle Road Children's Plavqround 
i 
old urban fabric with new development along 丨 
the seafront 
Historical Context a number of historical trails connecting 
this garden 









the local residents 




Social Events the daily routines among the local people the users likely visit and explore this area 





enclosed by the surrounding buildings 
busy roads and streets with subways and 
future KCR entrance 
surrounded by the landscape and buildings 
the Victoria harbour is still visible 
Greenery with a lot of old trees a green belt along the Signal Hill Garden 
Landscape this site is located on the slope of the 
Hong Kong Island 
a steep Signal Hill beside the site 
According to the findings, Middle Road Children's 
Playground is more suitable for the program of the Tea 
House. The cultural context, the target group and the 
site force are more defined inTsim Sha Tsui. 
TEA HOUSE 28 Site Selection 
Aerial Photos showing the Relationship between 
the Proposed Site and the Surrounding 5.0 Site Analysis 
5.1 Middle Road Children's Playground 
The proposed site is Middle Road Children's 
Playground. There is a historical site, Signal Hill 
Garden, at the north. Sheraton Hotel is at the west 
while Hong Kong Cultural Centre and New World 
Centre are at the south. Another playground, Wing On 
Plaza Garden, is located at the east. This playground is 
surrounded by Middle Road, Salisbury Road and 
Chatham Road South. 
TEA HOUSE 29 
Signal Tower is the historical component in this area. 
Signal Tower was built in 1907. It was used to 
accommodate a time ball apparatus to indicate time for 
the ships at anchor in the harbour. This tower is located 
on a steep hill with dominated retaining wall which is 
around 25m high. Dense vegetation is form along the 
slope of this hill. 
~ “ Site Analysis 
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This area is surround by a steep hill and some 15-
storeys height buildings. Because most of the buildings 
are separated by Salisbury Road and Middle Road 
from the proposed site, this area is still an open site. 
Furthermore, as this area is still near to the waterfront 
of Tsim Sha Tsui, Victoria Harbour is still visible on this 
area. Visual corridors wil! be defined by the gaps 
formed by the building blocks. 
Blocking Diagram 
5.3 Circulation 
This area is surrounded by the busy road and 
pedestrian path. As the inner and the outer part of Tsim 
Sha Tsui are separated by the Salisbury Road, the 
pedestrian circulation from the waterfront is not so 
strong with the proposed site. Most of the users in Tsim 
Sha Tsui waterfront are most likely the local or foreign 
visitor. They would like to visit and explore in Hong 
Kong. Therefore, a direct connection between inner 
and outer part of Tsim Sha Tsui should be reinforced. 
Circulation Diagram 
TEA HOUSE 31 Site Analysis 
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TEA HOUSE 32 
5.4 Greenery 
As Signal Hill Garden is a reserved historical site, 
dense vegetation is developed. A green belt is 
developed along the slope of the hill and the Middle 
Road Children's Playground. They provide most of the 
tree shade in this district. 
5.5 Topography 
This is a relatively flat site and there is only a steep 
Signal Hill beside the site. This hill is about 25m high 
will a dominated retaining wall. Besides, because Tsim 
Sha Tsui is located at the outermost of the Kowloon 
peninsula, the proposed site is actually close to the 
waterfront. Hong Kong Island is also visible on the 
proposed site. 
Site Analysis 
5.7 Future Development 
KCR East 
Tsim Sha Tsui 
Station 
_ 
East Rail will be extended southwards by 1 kilometer to 
East Tsim Sha Tsui from the existing railway terminus at 
Hung Hum. The extension will run underground below 
Salisbury Road before curing away to a new station 
below Wing On Plaza Garden and the Middle Road 
Children's Playground East Tsim Sha Tsui Station. 




^ Station Entrance 
Future Development Diagram 
There will be a total nine entrances, located at Middle 
Road children's Playground, Wing On Plaza Garden, 
Centenary Garden, Hanoi Road, Mody Road, Kowloon 
Hotel, Middle Road. New World Centre and Cornwall 
Avenue. 
TEA HOUSE 33 Site Analysis 
5.6 Access 
As the proposed site is separated from the waterfront 
by the Salisbury Road, it is reasonable to connect the 
inner and outer part of Tsim Sha Tsui by some sorts of 
subways. As a result, a number of underground 
accesses to the proposed site will be created. 
Furthermore, a direct access from the existing urban 
fabric will also be established. Therefore, the proposed 
will be the junction between the inner and outer of the 






Overall Site Analysis Diagram 
5.8 Opportunities & Constraints 
Opportunities 
» Two view corridors are defined by the gaps of the 
building blocks. The proposed site is also visible from 
the Hong Kong Island. 
• Nice dense vegetation around the site. 
• Abundant of visitors visit and explore this area. 
• Old urban fabric is dose to the site. 
• Future junction between the waterfront and the inner 
partofTsim Sha Tsui will be constructed. 
• There will be a well-established future railway 
development. 
• It is a prominent site in Tsim Sha Tsui district. 
Constraints 
• The connection between the inner and outer part of 
Tsim Sha Tsui is quite weak. 
• A steep slope is on the Signal Hill. 
• Some tali buildings will be built around this area 
because the height regulations were released. 
TEA HOUSE 34 Site Analysis 
e^oProacM 
The initial program is started from the function issues. 
They are listed as follows: 
Tea House 
, IndoorTea Drinking Area 
. Outdoor Tea Drinking Area 
, Tea Ceremony Room 
Tea Making Area 
• Kitchen 
• Demonstration Area 
• Classroom 
Gallery 
Tea Wares Exhibition Area 
Teapots Exhibition Area 
Tea Leafs Exhibition Area 
Tea Farm 
• Seeding Area 
• Tea Plants Area 


















HOUSE 35 Program 
yj^pesign Development 
7.1 Option 
Sketch showing the Layout of 
the Massing / 
Ske tch showing the Massing 
Merging with the Landscape 
Merge with the natural envi「onment 
The building itself become the vertical connection 
between the hill and the ground level 
To enclose or to 'open up' the space between the 
hill and building" ‘ 
‘ ^ y 
Ske tch Perspective 
Vie// of the Massing 
凡 ‘ 」 / Ske tch Elevation 
TEA HOUSE 36 Design Development 
Overlap of the above sketches and 
group the tea houses together 
•^EA HOUSE 37 
7.2 Option 2 
Nodes and Paths 
Nodes and Paths with Function Space 
Nodes and Paths with Function Space 2 
The relationship between the 
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、：^ / ‘ create some 'useless' space for the people to 
linger by interlocking the spaces 
The function is merged with the circulation 
Paths and nodes ideas are employed 
Greenhouse concept is employed for the tea.farm 
Sketch showing the Terrace 




S k e t c h showing the conn妒on 
between the Tea H o s u s ^ n d the Paths 
f ketch showing the Relationship \ 、: 
Detween the Terrace and the Landscape 




7.6 Option 6 J 1 
Ske t ch showing the interlocking of the spaces 
Observatory boxes with terraces are created 
All these boxes are connected by the vertical 
circulation and directed to the lower part of the 
complex 
The supporting facilities are all located on the 
ground level 
The outdoor pedestrian paths are converted to the 
internal circulation which is merged with the function 
of the spaces 
The people can enjoy the whole process of tea by 
experiencing the sequence of spaces 
Ske tch showing 
vertical relationship 
between the tea 
houses and the 
supporting faciljjies 
TEA HOUSE 40 Design Development 
Sketch observatory terraces 
Preliminary Design SketcJj 
S k e t c h showing the vertical 
relationship between the Tea 
Houses and the supporting facilities 
TEA HOUSE 41 Design Development 
Observation terrace 
Isometric View 3 Isometric Vii £ 
7.6 Option 6 J 1 
• To create different kinds of spaces by different kinds 
of forms 
• These forms are reflected on the layout of the 
blockings 
Sketches showing the study of different kinds of forms and spaces 
TEA HOUSE 43 Design Development 
• The form of each element is developed 
.The form or the layout of the blocking reflect the 
function of these spaces 
Sketch showing the connection between the Tea Hosuse along the hill 
S k e t c h showing the 
layout of the spaces 
Sketch showing the structures mark the main entrance 
TEA HOUSE 44 Design Development 
• The main idea of the facade is to merge the building 
with the landscape. 
• The proportion of the blocking is not only related to its 
form, but also related to the landscape. 
.The functions of the spaces a re^ f lec ted on the • i f |i' '' ] m 
Sketch showing the proportion of different spaces on the elevations 
Ske^cFi showing the different functions on plan 
r A , 
• … ， i r -
.怒 m 
厂 / 
S k e t c h snowing the 3 dir^ensionat 
relationship of different spaces 
Sketch showing the concept of spaces 
develop from the elevation of the building 
TEA HOUSE 45 Design Development 
7.5 Option 5 
TEA HOUSE 46 Design Development 
• The main building form is formed. 
• The higher zone is connected to the main building 
through the bridge and the lift. 
參 Outdoor teahouse is formed on the hill • 
• To create the inner performance area by the ramp and 
the wail. 
• AH the spaces are visually connected within the 
complex so that the users can observe the others. ) 
• Some unique indoor teahouse space is formed and 
they are merged with the teaware gallery. 、 芝 z Z 
TEA HOUSE 47 Design Development 
M 
Perspective View 
of the Ramp 
lai 
7.6 Option 6 
• An angle between the wall and the ramp is created. 
• The administration office, green house and the tea-
making ceremony demonstration area is merged 
together. 
• A more private inner performance area is formed 
J 1 
SI TT 一 — — . 
r T 
Sketch showing the development 
of the internal spaces 
Sketch showing the development 





Sketch showing the spatial 
layout of different spaces 
TEA HOUSE 53 Design Development 
！ 
The Vertical Perg 
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7.6 Option 6 J 1 
TEA HOUSE 51 Design Development 
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Isometric View 1 
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Teahouse & The 
Main Complex 
The Shadow 
casted by the 
Roof 
Front Elevation 







8.0 Special s tudy 
8.1 School for Fashion and Graphic Industry, 
Utrecht 
Location: Utrecht, The Netherlands 
Architects: Erick Van Egeraat, Maartje Lammers, Ard 
Buijsen, BorisZeisser 
The facade design for this new technical and 
commercial secondary school was to revitalize the 
banal and boring structural core without leaving any 
visible scars and joints. In the manner of a true 
Frankenstein saga, the design attempts to breathe new 
life into a largely invisible body. 
Fashion and technical subjects as the teaching 
disciplines of the school were to be expressed through 
the architectural design concept. The entire building is 
enclosed by a glass envelope, an element of fashion 
that conveys a mysterious lack of definition, yet 
indicates or provides insight into what is behind. Behind 
the glass skin is the other, the technical side of the 
building. Through the glass facade one sees the hard 
core of the building: structural members, wood, 
exposed masonry walls and the yellow insulation pads 










3rd Floor Plan 
i i c a s 
2nd Floor Plan 
1ICZ3 
1st Floor Plan 
TEA HOUSE 53 
_ 
View of three facades of t h e N / i n a ^ ^ p ^ i d g , ^ . 




Double facades of masonry and glass on to which 




Prefabricated concrete floor elements 
Clear glass 8mm 
Fixure 
Aluminium mullion 
2 X 10 mm plaster board 
Dampproof layer 
75 mm insulation 
12 mm plywood 
Suspended ceiling 




Cable trace cladding 
Timber framing 
Galvanized steel flashing 
HE 140 beam 
Concrete column 
Waterproofing 
From this project, the use and the details of the screen 
can be referred. In the teahouse design, the screens 
sealed with the dehydrated plants are designed in the 
similar way so that the enclosed spaces can be 
emphasized. 
Z 
Detail of a corner with joint of the double 
facades and cable trace cladding 
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The interior space such as outer space 
Exterior of the corner at which two wings join each other 
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Floor Level Plan 
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c 
Window Level Plan 
8.2 Chapel on the Motorway 
Location: Uri, Switzerland 
Architects: Pascale Guignard and Stefan Saner 
This chapel is placed crossways at the widest opening 
between motorway and a path aiong the river Reuss. 
The visitor reaches the chapel over a slightly rising path 
from the service area. A pair of doors lead into the court 
of the chapel. Another entrance is at the front of the 
court from the river path. 
A bench runs ail along the wall surrounding the court. 
Shielded from the hectic surroundings, the visitor's 
perception is concentrated on the imposing mountain 
scenery. A fountain is the center of the court. The 
prolongation of the court's wall forms the base of the 
chapel. Within the chapel the niches between the 
concrete pillars with benches are lined in beech wood. 
The window were placed as ready elements from the 
outside into the frame. The 10cm wide space between 
the two glassed of a window is filled with broken pieced 
of glass in various green shades. In daylight the 
coloured windows glow inside the chapel. When dusk 
arises the lighting situation starts to change. Centrally 
hung lights make the chapel glow outside - an 
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TEA HOUSE 56 "Q ~pecial Study 
This chapel gives an example of the use of glass. Some 
different materials are filled between two layers of 
glass. A totally different material is formed. A different 
atmosphere is formed. 
View of window from inside Image drawing 
Sample Glass 
Chapel in the snow 
Chapel at dusk 
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Plan (scale: 1:250) 
Legend: 






7. Winter garden 
8. Glass roof 
9. Garage 
10. Terrace with pergola 
II . Fountain with sculpture 
8.3 Conversion and Extension ofthe Sailer House 
Location: Salzburg Austria 
Architects: Aneta Bulant-Kamenova & Klaus Wailzer ‘ ‘ 
- » » ‘ 
Garden Room in Glass 
A flat terrace facing the garden has been added to the 
graceful lines of a pre-war villa. It is spanned by a 
pei^ola, which provides shade from above. This area, 
w^ch projects from the main living area, forms a glazed 
pace protected from the inclemencies of the weather 
by the glass. The design features of the entire 
construction, including its structural elements, are 
made of glass in order to be unobtrusive. The rough-
finished concrete garden walls and the luxurious 
greenery contrast with the contained elegance of this 
absolute glass enclosure. 
Cross section (scale: 1/250) 
Overall view from south 
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nova  
Detail of roof-wall 
connection bonded with 
silicon adhesive 
Detail of floor-grid floor 
convector and rain gutter 
This kind of arrangement gives an example of the 
openness of the use of glass. The internal space 
covered by the glass structure is well protected from 
the weather. Besides, the activities inside this space 
can be uncovered and visually connected with outside. 
. 3 , 0 0 r 
Sectional detail of winter garde 门(scale: 1/15) 
Legend: 
1)Triple glazing: Layer of non-tinted glass: t=8mm, Air 
cavity: t=12mm，Thick toughened glass laminated: 
t=12mm X 2 (with "fritted" ceramic point-pattern of 
40% shadowing-capacity), 
2) Glass beam: w=300mm, t=36mm, 
3) Double glazing: t二30mm, 
4) Glass column: w二268mm，t=36mm， 
5) Heating duct, 
6) Floor: Limestone paving: t=20mm, Bed of mortar: 
t=5mm, Plaster with underfloor heating: t=75mm, 
Insulation layer against humidity: t二80mm, 
7) Prefabricated elements of drain, 
8) Floor: Limestone paving: t=40mm, Bed of mortar; 
t=30mm, Concrete: t=120mm, 
9) Pergola HEA160. 
w 
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TEA HOUSE 59 pedal Study 
Renovated porch 一 view from north 
Winter garden of glass 一 south view at dusk 
TEA HOUSE 60 Special Study 
In this thesis, the Art of Tea will be promoted through 
the architecture. The culture of tea is basically divided 
into the tea plantation, the tea leaves preparation, the 
brewing of tea and the drinking of tea. In this project, 
these functions are grouped together and the teahouse 
will provide a place for the people to understand, to 
brew and to taste Tea. 
^ Roof Plan 
TEA HOUSE 61 Final Design 
Aerial Photo The ideas of Islet of Nature and Building Envelope are 
the strategy to design this teahouse. The use of the 
Combination of Glass and Plants is probably the 
approach to handle the space within the building. 
These kinds of spatial arrangements and the 
composition of different materials will thoroughly 
express the idea of teahouse. 
TEA HOUSE 62 Final Design 
Isometric View 
1 Administration Office 
2. Green House 
3 Outdoor Performance Area 
4. Teaware Gallery 
5. Library 
6. Teamaking Ceremony Demonstration Area 
7. Indoor Tea Drinking Area ^ ^ 
8 Outdoor Tea Drinking Area 乂 
9* Pavilion 
Schedule of Accommodation 
Administration Office: 
Green House: 
Tea Making Ceremony Demonstration Area with Library: 
Exhibition Gallery: 
Indoor Tea Drinking Area: 













Total Floor Area: 1506sq.m. 
Outdoor Performance Area: 
Outer Garden: 








Perspective showing the Tea Making Ceremony Demonstration Area 
l 「 l p ^ 
• — 
Detail of the Steel frame 1:100 The Structures mark the Entrance 




The polystyrene panels on the truss not only block the 
direct south sunlight, but also allow the indirect north 
light going into the gallery. 
Final Design 
0 
Diagram showing the detail of the r o ^ ~ 




Perspective showing the Screen 
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perspective showing the Shadow casted by the Screen 
The Screen 
The building envelope can be used instead of the walls 
to separate the internal spaces from the outdoor 
environment. Separation between the internal space 
and the external busy roads is employed in order to 
establish a silent and peaceful environment for this 
teahouse. However, this is only a physical barrier from 
the nuisance. The spaces for the tea should still be 
open and visually connected to the surrounding 
environment so that the users can still enjoy the 
tranquility of this busy city. 
M： 
Outq l^ r Performance Area 
a s 昏 
Relationship between the Outdoor Performance Area 
and the Indoor Drinking Area 
Section along the Outdoor 
Performance Area 
Indoor Tea Drinking Area 
H 
Perspective showing the Relationship of Different Levels Sketch showing the Relationship of Different Levels 
Green House 、—r — 1一 r _, 
〜r——「-T …、---
Perspective showing the Experience Path 
Sketch showing the Wall separating 
the Inner and Outer garden 
TEA HOUSE 67 Final Design 
Perspective of Outdoor Tea Drinking Area Combination of Glass & Plants 
Study Model 
Glass itself is a contemporary material which gives a 
certain amount of protection from the environment. 
Plants are the definition of nature. It is hard to describe 
the nature without plants. 
These two components are combined and a new 
material is formed. This material not only preserves the 
natural elements but also expresses the triumph of 
technology. As tea is a product come from our nature, 
the new material is the best to elaborate the culture of 
tea. Because materials are the most direct media to 
reflect the topic itself, this material will be used to define 
the space in the teahouse. 
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11.0 Appendix L 
Preliminary Design Presentation Panel 
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